Activity - Amazing Amazon facts
Use these amazing facts about Brazil and the Amazon to begin
discovering what the Amazon rainforest is like. Group the facts
into four piles: ecosystems, physical features, climate and resources.
Pupils can underline key words or, as an extension, research more
information around each fact, e.g. where is Manaus?
Curriculum links:
Geography:
Identify key physical features of the rainforest
Use aerial photographs to recognise landmarks and basic human
and physical features
Starter questions:
What is an ecosystem?
What is the climate in the UK?
What are some of the physical features of the UK?

This might help:
The National Geographic has more facts about the Amazon
rainforest and the animals that live there:
ngkids.co.uk/did-you-know/amazon-facts

Published May 2016. Sources: National Geographic, BBC, Economist,
Greenpeace (The Amazon’s silent crisis), Live science, Guardian, WWF.

Activity Sheet - Amazing Amazon facts
Use these amazing facts to discover what the Amazon rainforest is like and how it compares to the rest of
Brazil. Cut out the facts and group them into four piles: ecosystems, physical features, climate and natural
resources. Underline key words, or words that sum up each card, e.g. Amazon river, longest and 6,400 km.
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